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PORT OF SEPT-ÎLES
Strong Performance for 2020

Photo: Sept-Îles Port Authority

BY MARK CARDWELL

For many places and industries, the unfortunate impacts
of Covid-19 have made this a year to forget. But for the
Port of Sept-Îles and its mining partners on Quebec’s
rugged North Shore, strong demand for steel, bullish
prices for iron ore and an ability to maintain flu-free operations are making 2020 a year to remember.
“Business has been booming since the start of the pandemic,” said Pierre Gagnon, the long-time President and
CEO of the Port of Sept-Îles. “Our producers have the
pedal pushed to the metal.”

which the Port of Sept-Îles has experienced an annual increase in the shipment of this merchandise.
And that’s not all.
Port officials are still hoping to reach the 35.2-MT mark by
year’s end which includes all other merchandise handled.
That would be a new annual tonnage record for the Port
of Sept-Îles, eclipsing the all-time record of 34.9 MT set in
1974.

As of Oct. 31, roughly 26 million tonnes of iron ore mined
from the Labrador Trough had been shipped from the
port’s docks and terminals in 2020.

“As of right now there’s an outside chance we’ll break the
record because ships are still lining up,” Gagnon told
Canadian Sailings in early November. “But even if we fall
a few shiploads short, it’s still been a heck of a year for our
facility.”

Iron-ore shipments are expected to climb to 32 MT by end
of December, making 2020 the sixth consecutive year in

Twenty-twenty started off with a bang for the Port of SeptÎles, with the facility’s four mining partners – Iron Ore Com-
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PORT OF SEPT-ÎLES
pany of Canada (a division of Rio
Tinto), Quebec Iron Ore (a division of
Champion), Tacora Resources and
Tata Steel – shipping 7.9 MT of
mostly iron ore during the first three
months of the year.
New monthly tonnage records were
established for January, February and
March, resulting in the best first-quarter result in the port’s 70-year history.
Similarly, 112 bulk carriers visited the
port’s docks and installations during
that period, a nearly 50-percent increase in ship traffic over the first
three months of 2019.
After reaching a first-quarter monthly
high of 3.1 MT in March, when the
Covid-19 pandemic reached fever
pitch in much of the industrialized
world, shipped tonnage at the port
slipped slightly to 3 MT in April, as
economies went into recession and
iron ore analysts revised their mining
and metals production and consumption forecasts sharply downwards.
In May, however, monthly tonnage totals were on the rise again, hitting a
year-high peak of 5 MT in July. That
was a half-shipload shy of the Port’s
monthly record of 5.1 MT set in 1979.
“Demand and prices for steel and
iron ore remain strong,” said Gagnon.
“And we’re optimistic that will continue well into 2021 and beyond.”
According to Gagnon, the pandemic
created both unique and unexpected
supply issues and demand conditions
that have benefitted producers of
iron ore in many parts of the world, including Canada.
Covid-19 cluster outbreaks and subsequent government lockdowns, for
example, have forced mine closures
and caused major operational and
output disruptions in several of the
world’s Top-Ten iron ore producing

countries, including Brazil (second),
China (third), India (fourth) and South
Africa (sixth).
At the same time, global demand for
steel and iron ore, the world’s most
commonly used metal and most
traded commodity, has risen sharply
as countries implement massive infrastructure stimulus programs aimed at
boosting their economic recoveries
from the pandemic.
“Steel is a correlation vector married
to economic cycles,” said Gagnon, a
mining and mineral engineer from
Sept-Îles who worked for Quebec
Cartier Mining (later acquired by
ArcelorMittal) before joining the Port
as President & CEO in 2002. “On a
macro scale the steel market is way
up as industries retool worldwide and
massive public works projects ramp
up across Asia, Europe and the
United States.”
He noted that demand for iron ore is
especially strong in China, which is
the world’s largest commodities consumer. “That’s helped to keep world
prices high,” said Gagnon.
The Chinese, he added, are also buying more high-quality ore to blend
with lower-quality material in an effort
to lower greenhouse gas emissions in
its steel production industry.
Though Canada ranks No. 8 among
iron ore exporting countries with only
2 percent of the global market – almost all of it mined from the Labrador
Trough, shipped 400 kms south by
rail and loaded onto bulk carriers in
both the ports of Sept-Îles and
nearby Port Cartier (run by ArcellorMittal) - Gagnon said the quality of
Canadian ore is second to none.
“Our product is more pure with fewer
contaminants,” he said.
“That
means better steel products and less
slag for producers to get rid of after

processing.”
An added bonus, said Gagnon, is that
blending ores fetch an extra US$1012 premium in the marketplace,
where ore prices peaked at a US$130
a tonne in September – the highest
price since the historical low of US$38
a tonne in 2015 and double the price
of a year ago – though they have
since pulled back to track around the
US$120 mark.
“When you compare that to 2012,
when prices were at an all-time high
of US$180 and the Canadian dollar
was trading at par with the U.S. dollar,
our producers are making roughly the
same amount of money now because
our dollar is trading at around
US$0.75,” he said.
Gagnon also credited the rigorous
health measures put in place by the
Port, its mining partners and their
many subcontractors for helping to
avoid the introduction and spread of
Covid-19 in their mining, railway and
port operations.
Those measures include screening of
mine workers who fly in and out of the
Quebec/Labrador mining towns of
Fermont and Labrador City, and strict
protocols regarding social distancing
and mask wearing in the workplace
and living areas.
The Port has also imposed strict onsite protocols and allowed many of its
15 staff members to work remotely
from home.
“Like us, our mining partners have put
the most stringent public health
measures and guidelines in place and
people are being very responsible in
respecting and following those directives,” said Gagnon. “As a result
there have been no disruptions in
production. And we’re working hard
to ensure things stay that way.”
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PORT OF SEPT-ÎLES
Taking Action to Preserve the Environment
BY MARK CARDWELL
As buried treasures go, centuriesold sediment from the bottom of a
bay likely wouldn’t make it onto
most people’s Top-Ten list.
But for marine bio-geographer Emilie Saulnier-Talbot, the core samples
that were extracted from the Bay of
Sept-Îles this year by two Canadian
research vessels are worth their
weight in gold.

Created in February at ULaval’s
Northern Research Institute (INQ)
and funded to the tune of $1 million
over the next five years by the Port
of Sept-Îles and INREST, a Sept-Îlesbased non-profit research group
that specializes in environmental
and workplace health issues, the
new chair aims to enhance our understanding and knowledge of the
impacts that commercial port operations have on their surrounding marine ecosystems and to identify
practices and protocols that will help
ensure the sustainable development
of those facilities.
A first step was taken when the
Canadian Coast Guard-operated
Arctic research vessel Amundsen visited the Bay of Sept-Îles in March

8 • Canadian Sailings • November 9, 2020
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“They are like time capsules that will
allow us to go back and measure the
historical changes that have occurred in the water,” said SaulnierTalbot, an associate professor at
Université Laval (ULaval) in Quebec
City and the first holder of the
school’s new research chair on
coastal ecosystems and port, industrial and maritime activities. “That
will give us the baselines and references we need to assess the current
situation.”
and took two long (1.5 metre) core
samples plus several shorter ones.
In September, another scientific research vessel – the Coriolis II, a Rimouski-based ship that is owned and
operated by a consortium of five federal and provincial government
agencies
and
post-secondary
schools – returned to take a second
group of core samples.
Saulnier-Talbot is now preparing to
study those samples, which are
stored in a fridge in her lab at Université Laval.
An expert in diatoms – single-celled
algae that react rapidly to physical
changes in water like light, temperature and pH levels, much like the
proverbial canary in a coal mine –

she plans to use spectroscopy and
do elemental analysis of carbon and
nitrogen traces from ages-old algae
and bacteria pigments in the sediment to get a better picture of what
she calls “the water-sediment interface” in the Bay of Sept-Îles.
“I’m hoping we can go back 1,000
years, though we need to do carbon
dating to confirm that,” said
Saulnier-Talbot. “But we for sure can
go back 150 years, which is the period that interests us the most.”
According to Saulnier-Talbot, studying
the physical and biological variables
in the water coastal environment over
time “will help us to infer and quantify
changes that have occurred there past
and present.”

PORT OF SEPT-ÎLES
Though her work is focused in Sept-Îles, she said the relative newness of modern commercial port activities there
may provide benchmarks and presumptions about the
impacts that everything from heavy industry and maritime
activities to global warming and ocean acidification are
having on ecosystems in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
“Sept-Îles is an amazing model bay because the port is
only 70 years old,” she said. “And it’s both rare and refreshing to see a port authority investing so much time,
interest and money in environmental research.”
The new chair was not the only major initiative to evolve
this year from the growing environmental partnership between the Port and INREST.
The two first partnered up in 2013, with the city of SeptÎles, in a five-year, three-phase study on the environmental health of the Bay of Sept-Îles.

of consultancy experience on environmental and health
and safety projects in Sept-Îles and across Canada. “Our
approach is to help ports to prepare rather than to react.”
According to Carrière, the work being done by INREST,
CEIP and the new chair is helping to make Sept-Îles a
hotbed of environmental research on marine and port
ecosystems - and she credits senior officials at the Port of
Sept-Îles for providing the vision, encouragement and financial support needed to make it happen.
“We’re developing tools and expertise here that are both
unique and useful for ports all along the St. Lawrence
River and elsewhere,” she said. “But it wouldn’t be possible without the openness and commitment of the Port
of Sept-Îles to preserve the environment. They have
been the key elements and partners in bringing obscurity
to life and in pushing us to go further in our work.”

The bay received a clean bill of health in the final report
from the INREST-run environmental observatory created
for the study, which recommended continued investigation and monitoring.
In July, the Port and INREST announced the creation of
the Centre for Industrial Port Expertise – or CEIP – a new
INREST-run research body that will support the observatory’s work and study the larger issue of industrial port
ecosystems.
Backed by $350,000 in funding from the Quebec government’s Blue Fund program, $250,000 over five years from
the Port of Sept-Îles and long-term financial assistance
from the city of Sept-Îles and port partners like IOC/Rio
Tinto, Aluminerie Alouette and Minerai de fer Québec,
CEIP will also notably work to develop a marketable version of a management model aimed at helping ports to
identify and manage environmental and operational challenges.
The so-called Enviro-Actions model is based on the establishment of environmental observatories in industrial
port areas that collect samples, use real-time data and
satellite images to provide quality portraits of water, sediment, and other ecosystem elements. The instrumentalized system also sends alerts to management when
environmental values change.

2,000+
EMPLOYEES

35+

TERMINALS

Proud partner of
Port of Sept-Îles since 2011

“After spills or other preventable problems you often
hear senior managers say, ‘Oh, if we’d only known,’” said
Dr Julie Carrière, executive director of both INREST and
CEIP and a chemical engineer with more than 30 years
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PORT OF SEPT-ÎLES
Pointe-aux-Basques Terminal Under Major Renovation
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BY MARK CARDWELL

When the Pointe-aux-Basques terminal was built by the
federal government in Sept-Îles in 1950, it was designed
primarily to support the new iron ore mining operations that
were then being launched in and around the Labrador
Trough, 600 kilometres north.
Seventy years later, the terminal is undergoing a nearlycomplete, $20-million makeover that will allow it to continue buttressing the growth of those now-massive mining
operations as well as northern and coastal communities on
Quebec’s rugged North Shore.
“The terminal has always been a lifeline into our region and
a critical component of its development,” said Manon
D’Auteuil, director of engineering and sustainable development at the Port of Sept-Îles. “But we needed to increase its size and capacity in order to handle heavier
cargo.”
The upgrade began in May, when vibratory hammer-driven
pilings and sheet piles were added to the front of the ex10 • Canadian Sailings • November 9, 2020

isting wharf and upper tie rods, fenders and the mooring
system were replaced and/or upgraded.
The original 180-metre-long wharf, which is on the eastern
extremity of the port of Sept-Îles, right next to Iron Ore
Company of Canada’s property, was also lengthened 40
metres (or 15 per cent) by backfilling the space between
the existing jetty and the retaining wall and redoing the terminal surface.
Most of that work, which is being paid for in equal shares
by the Port of Sept-Îles, the federal government (through
the National Trade Corridors Fund) and the Quebec government (through its maritime transportation infrastructure
program), is expected to be finished by year’s end, with
only the asphalt overlay and paving remaining to be completed in the spring.
The terminal is scheduled to reopen in July 2021 when
cargo and passenger services to North Shore communities
onboard the Bella Desgagnés resume at the Pointe-aux-
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Basques dock. Those services were
moved to the cruise ship terminal a
year ago in preparation for the renovation project.
According to D’Auteuil, the upgrades
to the Pointe-aux-Basques terminal
will make it much better suited to
meet the increasingly robust needs
and demands of iron ore mining companies, northern communities and
modern intermodal shipping.
In addition to being lengthened, the
Pointe-aux-Basques terminal has had
its bearing capacity more than tripled
from 15 to 50 kilopascals, enabling
handling of much heavier cargo.
“Cargo today is much bigger and
more diversified,” she said. “We now
handle things like full-length railroad

rails, huge generators, train locomotives and massive industrial machines
and parts. There’s also more general
cargo and big specialized items like
industrial assembly for mineral processing.”
Until now, D’Auteuil said the Port has
had to redirect ships carrying oversized cargo across the Bay of Sept-Îles
to La Relance terminal, where those
items can be loaded onto trucks or
railroad cars before being brought
back to the Pointe-aux Basques dock
or shipped directly from La Relance.

“THE TERMINAL HAS
ALWAYS BEEN A
LIFELINE INTO OUR
REGION AND A CRITICAL
COMPONENT OF ITS
DEVELOPMENT.”
Manon D’Auteuil

“Now we’ll be able to handle everything at the Pointe-aux-Basques terminal,” she said. “It will make
everything so much easier and greatly
improves our operational abilities and
capacity.”

A CUSTOMIZED APPROACH TO ENSURE
SAFE AND SMOOTH HARBOUR TRAFFIC
A LEADER IN THE CANADIAN
MARITIME INDUSTRY

Our exper琀se enables us to help small- to-very large
tonnage ships to safely dock and undock at wharf. We
also provide sta昀 and pilot transfer services on the St.
Lawrence.
We work closely with pilots, port authori琀es and
government organiza琀ons to con琀nuously develop
the best opera琀onal prac琀ces to improve the safety,
e ciency and reliability of our services.

GROUPOCEAN.COM | A WORLD-CLASS COMPANY AND TRUSTED BUSINESS PARTNER
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PORT OF SEPT-ÎLES
Contributing to Groups That Benefit our Community

Photo: Sept-Îles Port Authority

BY MARK CARDWELL

Official opening of the ice oval at the Old Post: Port representatives, Pierre D. Gagnon and Patsy Keays, with Marée
Motrice representatives, Virginie Lamontagne and Luc Charest, and members of the local community.

To hear Luc Charest tell it, active volunteerism, and gestures of goodwill by residents and local businesses is the
spice of life in a remote community like Sept-Îles.
“Being involved and getting people together in fun,
healthy ways is what it’s all about,” said Charest, a SeptÎles native and a co-founder of Marée Motrice, a new local
group dedicated to developing volunteer-based community activities and events.
Last winter the group spearheaded the creation of a big
outdoor ice oval inside the palisade walls of the Old Post,
a historical fur-trade interpretation site on the edge of town
that operates during the summer months.
Armed with shovels, brooms and hoses, some 200 volunteers built and maintained the 400-metre-long oval from
the Christmas Holidays to early March 2020.
12 • Canadian Sailings • November 9, 2020

Dubbed the Patinoire du Gardien (the Guard’s Rink) in honour of Charest, a sound engineer with the local Innu community who lives next to the Old Post and moonlights as
site watchman, the oval circled a small forest and was
equipped with white and coloured lights that lit the ice and
trees, benches and a counter where volunteers served free
hot chocolate and chicken soup.
The oval attracted an estimated 3,000 skaters from SeptÎles and the Uashat mak Maliotenam Innu reserve and received extensive local media coverage.
“It was an amazing activity that got rave reviews,” said Virginie Lamontagne, a regional coordinator for Télé-Québec
and another Marée Motrice co-founder.
Though the Covid-19 pandemic has cast doubt over the
oval’s return this winter, Lamontagne said several commu-

PORT OF SEPT-ÎLES
nity groups have provided money and materials to build
boards around the ice and to buy and install a prospector’s
tent with a wood-burning stove.
The Port of Sept-Îles made a notable contribution of
$15,000 to the project.
“We owe a big thank-you to the Port for helping to enhance the oval experience,” said Lamontagne. “Everyone
loves it and wants to see it continue.”
The Patinoire du Gardien was just one of 13 non-profit, volunteer-based community projects and activities that received a total amount of $120,000 in funding from the Port
in 2020 – a $20,000 increase over 2019.
In February, for example, the Port was a major sponsor of
a show by Quebec recording star Dan Bigras that raised
nearly $18 000 for La Maison du Transit, a local homeless
shelter.
With the onset of the pandemic in March, the Port offered

a mix of financial and in-kind assistance to various community groups, including the purchase of a freezer for a local
food bank and Easter eggs for seniors in low income housing units.
The Port also contributed to three annual fund raisers –
L’Envol Maison de la famille, United Way, and 5 à Huîtres
Maritime - by covering the cost of food and beverages in
gourmet take-out meals.
The Port also provided four community groups - Centre
d’action bénévole Le Virage, Recyk et frip, Comptoir Alimentaire de Sept-Îles and l’Élyme des sables palliative care
centre – with free 30-second TV ads for a month each on
the TVA network for the North Shore region.
“It was a way for us to help them get the visibility they deserve but couldn’t otherwise afford,” said Patsy Keays, the
Port’s Director of Corporate Affairs. “Contributing to
groups that benefit our community is something we take
very seriously.”

YOUR
PROVEN
PARTNER
We offer a nationally accredited marine security
training program, and provide a full suite of marine
security services on both the east and west coasts.

1 877 322 6777 commissionaires.ca
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PORT OF SEPT-ÎLES
New Developments at the Multiuser Dock Terminal
BY MARK CARDWELL
Major investments by the Port of SeptÎles and its partners in and around the
multiuser dock at the Pointe-Noire sector are helping to speed up and improve loading operations at North
America’s deepest dock and biggest
bulk handling facility.

The 40-foot containers are attached together to form a U shape, with offices
over two floors on one side and a cafeteria, vestiary, washrooms and showers
on the other. An arched middle area
with commercial garage doors will allow
machinery and other equipment to be
serviced indoors.
“It’s an original design concept, very
maritime and industrial,” said Étienne
Bouchard, civil engineering technician
at the Port of Sept-Îles and the project
manager. “The containers are arranged
like a puzzle, it’s not a linear construction. Inside there are offices and hallways and common areas and windows
like in a modern office building.”
According to Bouchard, the exterior will
be finished by the end of November
and the interior by mid December. He
expects workers with the Port and Logistec, which has the operational contract for the multiuser dock, will begin
using the new facility before Christmas.
The new container building replaces
the nearby clutch of four plywood hallsconnected office/work trailers and a
sanitation trailer that have been used by
workers since 2012, when construction
on the multiuser dock began.

Photo: Sept-Îles Port Authority

Work is nearing completion, for example, on a striking new office and workshop building made of 25 sea
containers for port workers and stevedores who run operations at the multiuser dock 500 metres away.

Though the dock has been operational
since 2018, when the galleried conveyor
that carries iron ore concentrate to its
two massive ship loaders from the Société ferroviare et portuaire de PointeNoire (SFP Pointe-Noire) stockyards
1,500 metres away went into operation,
the trailers have remained.
“They were a temporary installation that
no longer met our needs,” said
Bouchard. “This new building is much
better suited to the needs of a busy,
modern facility like our multiuser dock
which offers 50 tonnes of annual capacity to the industry.”
In addition to handling a record number
of ships and iron ore in 2020, the multiuser dock’s renown as a world-class facility grew in late September when it
loaded nearly 200,000 tons of iron ore
from three different mining companies
onboard a single ship, the Pacific South.
The ship took on iron ore from Tacora
Resources (80k tons), Tata Steel (79k
tons) and IOC (39k tons) and carried it
to ports in England and Holland.
“It’s a testament to the flexibility and capability offered to our mining clients
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who want to share freight costs and
benefit from the economy of scale of
large bulk carriers at our multiuser
dock,” said Pierre Gagnon, President
and CEO of the Port of Sept-Îles.
Those abilities will improve, he added,
once the $180 million worth of upgrades and investments being done by
SFP Pointe-Noire in the Pointe-Noire
sector are finished by next year with a
complete rehabilitation of the stockyard
area.
In addition to the galleried conveyor to
the multiuser dock, those improvements
include a new $30-million electrical station and distribution network and a $20million doubling of the transport
capacity of the Quebec governmentowned railway that services the port and
mining company partners.
“Those massive investments will help to
speed up loading at the multiuser dock
and increase the operational capacity of
this unique, state-of-the-art multiuser
complex, combined with SFP PointeNoire ground facilities,” said Gagnon.
“The future of these facilities has never
looked brighter.”

Electronic log books for commercial trucking finally get
the green light
BY ALEX BINKLEY

The full adoption of electronic logging devices (ELDs) for
all commercial trucks and buses moved a big step forward in
late October when Transport Minister Marc Garneau designated a third-party certification process to begin testing
commercially-available devices. His announcement was immediately lauded by Teamsters Canada and the Canadian Trucking
Alliance (CTA), which have been pushing for official adoption
of them for more than a year. ELDs will be required by June 12,
2021.
In a joint statement, Teamsters and CTA urged carriers to
ask potential ELD suppliers to have their devices tested. They
said there are multiple ELD vendors with products to suit fleets
of all sizes. “They are committed to transitioning the industry
toward this important field initiative, which will improve road
safety and level the playing field for the trucking industry.”
Transport Canada estimates that mandatory ELDs will
reduce the risk of fatigue-related collisions by approximately 10
per cent. Their use also eliminates the need for paper daily logbooks and reduces the time enforcement officers need to verify
regulatory compliance. They will also bring Canada in line with
U.S. requirements for its truckers and that will “will support
economic growth, trade, and transportation on both sides of
the border,” the department said.
Teamsters Canada President François Laporte said, “We
are now one step closer to a future where all trucking companies have to play by the same set of rules and put safety first.”
CTA President Stephen Laskowski said, “The process for ELD
validation is expected to take three to four weeks with the certifying body being able to handle multiple ELD vendors at the
same time. All systems are a-go for a new era of hours of service
compliance beginning in June 2021, which covers the Canadian trucking industry engaged in inter-provincial and
international trade.”
FP Innovations, the certifying body, is very familiar with
the trucking industry and well positioned to serve in this role,

he said. It’s expected to soon announce guidelines on how ELD
providers can apply for device certification. ELDs are seen as a
key way to improve road safety by reducing commercial driver
fatigue. They are tamper-resistant devices integrated into the
engines to ensure that commercial drivers stay within their
daily driving limit and accurately log their working hours.
Last year Transport Canada announced that all federally
regulated commercial trucks and buses operating in Canada
would have to be equipped with certified ELDs and launched
discussions with industry on how best to implement the decision. The issue gained a lot of attention following the tragic bus
crash of a transport truck with a bus carrying the Humboldt
Broncos junior hockey team in Saskatchewan. The truck driver
had 70 regulation violations not fully captured by his paper log
book.
Garneau said FP Innovations “will ensure a consistent,
reliable, and accurate certification process.” ELD certification
“is a major milestone on our path towards improving road
safety in Canada by having these devices installed in commercial vehicles.”
The provinces and territories, and a significant number of
industry stakeholders supported creating a third-party certification requirement for electronic logging devices so that motor
carriers and roadside enforcement can be assured that a device
is compliant with the criteria set out in the technical standard,
and that the driver’s records of duty status are reliable.
An ELD connects to the electronic control module of a
vehicle. They make it easier and faster to track, manage, share
and improve the accuracy of a driver’s hours of service record.
This helps drivers stay within legally allowed driving hours,
and reduce fatigue.
Unlike the paper log books, which can be easily altered or
falsified, ELDs will make it far easier and quicker to ensure
drivers stick to the 13 hours a day they’re allowed to be on the
road.
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Railways going hi-tech to advance safety
in their operations
BY ALEX BINKLEY
While most people wouldn’t pay
attention to a railway boxcar, if you spot a
white one with the CN logo on it, take a
second look because you’re seeing
advanced technology at work in making
railway operations safer. These boxcars
have orange safety stripes on their sides
and solar panels on their roofs. They are
part of CN’s Autonomous Track Inspection Program (ATIP) and highlighted by
President and CEO JJ Ruest during a
Canadian railway webinar organized by
Railway Age magazine.
Ruest said CN is moving ahead with
automated track and train inspection systems to improve the safety of its network
and ensure more reliable service for shippers. “Now is the time to digitize our
railway,” he said. The move will mean a
move away from visual inspections of
trains by employees, which are hindered
by weather and light conditions. “Our
goal is to automate every process. The
public is concerned about the safety of
our operations. Now we have to get the
public to recognize what we’re doing differently.”
CP Rail President and CEO Keith
Creel told the webinar that his railway is
also investing in technology to improve its
safety and efﬁciency. “We have put years
of hard work into improving our operations and we want to receive good data
on our locomotives and cars. Better data
will help keep our operations efﬁcient and
help us operate in a safe manner.”
CP has built an inspection portal in
Moose Jaw that trains pass through at
track speed while the locomotives and
cars are closely inspected by testing equipment. The portal captures much of the
rail trafﬁc headed to the West Coast and
also to the United States.
Creel said the system “catches 87
per cent more defects than manual
inspection. It will give us a safer more in
compliance rolling ﬂeet.” It’s just part of
CP using additional automated wayside
equipment to monitor the condition of
rolling stock more effectively. “We are targeting braking systems for further
inspection and repairs.” CP will work
through its potash, coal, grain and intermodal ﬂeets to bring all the cars up to
proper standards. “It will be a big safety
step for the railway,” he said. “What we
need is a way to ﬁnd broken rails before a

train does. We’re looking at new technologies for that. We hope to rollout a
system for that by the end of 2021.”
Ruest said safety improvements are
moving out of the lab into the ﬁeld
through developments made in harnessing the potential of Platform Technologies.
They bring together Intelligent Engineering Business Systems and Information and
Operational Technology to create “new
real-time technology platforms that
increase the safety, execution and efﬁciency of our operations.” CN has a video
about the equipment on its website,
www.cn.ca.
There are eight of the white ATIP
boxcars used on CN’s core routes from
Chicago to Prince Rupert, New Orleans
and Halifax, which Ruest said covers
about 85 per cent of the railway’s trafﬁc.
“They become part of our regular operation.”
The boxcars employ wireless communications gear to test and monitor
real-time track parameters without interrupting normal railroad operations. They
are coupled into regular freight trains and
travel at regular track speed, drawing
power for the equipment from the solar
panels and a generator. Equipped with the
latest sensor and AI technology, they
enable fully automated track inspections
24/7/365.
Ruest said the technology creates a
proﬁle of the track being inspected and
provides a real-time picture of track geometry to track maintenance employees,
enabling them to protect and repair track
conditions, as required. The data collected
also supports predictive maintenance
capabilities, and reduces the time required
for manual inspections, which increases
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network capacity and ﬂuidity.
ATIP enables earlier detection of
track defects and improved data capture
for improved predictive maintenance,
moving from reactive to preventative
maintenance and ultimately building a
safer rail network. “With our strong guiding principle to be the safest and most
respected railroad in North America, CN
is evolving from a traditional railway to
the digital, connected railway of the
future,” he said. “Next generation technology and Intelligent Engineering
Business Systems are designed to provide
real-time information to our crews and
customers, and are laying the digital foundation that will safely usher us into our
next century of operations.”
ATIP allows for pinpoint equipment
location, wireless real-time data communications and alerts, autonomous
onboard data processing systems, laser
measurement of track geometry, continuous measurement of rail shape for
optimum profile, rail distance and cross
level deviation alignment, 3-D assessment and component analysis of the
track ballast, ties, spikes and plates and
delivers a 3D view of railway corridors.
“Human eyes can see only so much
during a train inspection,” he said. “ATIP
can look at the train from all sides. It will
allow us to make better use of our skilled
labour.”
New technology could also assist
engineers to drive the trains, much like
autopilot equipment helps aircraft pilots,
he said. “Time will tell.” Digitizing the
railway will also help the railway interact
with its customers, he said. “It will be a
lot more like e-commerce and bring more
business to the railways.”

Seaway grain rush continues

In an otherwise dreary landscape of
significantly lower volumes passing
through the St. Lawrence Seaway, Canadian grain shipments topped 6.2 million
tonnes at the end of September, maintaining its 20 per cent increase over the
2019 season. Overall Seaway cargo shipments (from April 1 to September 30)
totaled 23.2 million tonnes, down 8 per
cent, with major volumes lost in shipments of iron ore (down 20.6%), dry
bulk (down 12.6%) and liquid bulk
(down 27.4%).
While Terence Bowles, Seaway
President and CEO, expects a continuation of strong grain shipments for the
remainder of the year, no such optimism
is in evidence for other cargo categories.
Port of Thunder Bay reported that
grain shipments up to the end of September totaled 5.97 million metric tons,
an increase of 23 per cent over the same
period in 2019. “Grain shipments at the
port have been up every month this
season to meet world demand for bread
and pasta. All of that grain was from last
year’s Prairie crops,” said Tim Heney,
Port President and CEO. “We now have
more than 500,000 metric tons from the
new harvest in storage waiting to get
shipped out on vessels. Rail car unloads

at the port over the last weeks continue
to be significantly up compared to 2019.
We have a busy fall ahead of us.”
Port of Johnstown’s marine revenue
numbers are up over 30 per cent at of
the end of the third quarter, attributed to
project cargo being stored at the Port’s
newly developed facilities. Marine cargo
movement is approximately 50,000
tonnes below September 2019 figures
due to the delay of two salt vessels until
October. “The port is positioned to have
a record year; however, a lot will depend
on the 2020 harvest and the ability to
flow grain through the system. This will
largely depend on the timing and availability of both Salties and Lakers to pull
the grain from the port’s stores. Lower
soybean market value has also contributed to the delay in sales from the
farmers to the brokers, however, a
recent increase in soybean prices has
resulted in more sales for October and
we should see more movement of soybeans,” said Port General Manager
Robert Dalley.
Windsor Port Authority is seeing
the highs and lows of the 2020 shipping
season, as year-to-date total tonnage
through September was 3.3 million
tonnes, down 8 per cent from this time

last year. While the Port expects grain
exports will continue at historic levels
through the end of year, up 15.7 per
cent in September, steel shipments are
down 56 per cent.
As of Sept. 30th, Hamilton’s total
cargo (including Oshawa) was up 15 per
cent over the same month in 2019.
Although the year-to-date overall cargo
total for the port of Hamilton is still 13
per cent less than 2019’s total, the gap is
shrinking. Across the lake, the port of
Oshawa has defied the odds – as its yearto-date tonnage total is up 15 per cent,
led by steel and cement cargo.
“This summer we were bracing ourselves for a significant drop in cargo
volumes, as all types of cargo were being
affected,” said Ian Hamilton, President &
CEO of HOPA Ports. “Though it’s still
early, we’re quite pleased to see the
trend reversing. This pandemic may
have changed how we work, but we’ve
never stopped – the integrity of our
supply chains has been maintained and
at this moment, there’s more than $21
million worth of construction projects
on the go at the Port of Hamilton. That’s
the most we’ve ever had going on at one
time.”
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Nouveau Monde in partnership with others to develop
heavy-duty electric truck for use in open pit mining
operations

The Innovative Vehicle Institute (IVI), Propulsion Quebec
and the National Research Council of Canada (NRC), in collaboration with Adria Power Systems, Dana TM4, Fournier et ﬁls,
and Nouveau Monde Graphite, have announced the development of a new electric propulsion system with a rapid recharging
infrastructure adapted to heavy vehicles in the open-pit mining
industry.
The mining industry is in a transition towards a lower environmental footprint, and some operators are investing to phase
out diesel vehicles, which are responsible for signiﬁcant greenhouse gas emissions and generate high operating costs.
Currently, there are no electric-powered heavy-duty trucks on
the market that meet the challenging operational and climate
needs of open-pit mines.
Fournier et Fils, a recognized operator in the mining sector,
will provide a Western Star 6900XD truck with a 40-tonne
capacity, as well as its technical experts who will assist in converting the truck to accommodate the new components. The
motors will be developed by Dana TM4, a world leader in electric wheel motors.
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IVI will design the battery based on the new recommendations of the Global Mining Guidelines (GMG), and NRC will
ensure the vehicle will be suitable for operation in the harsh conditions of open-pit mines, during all seasons. Minimization of
operating expenses will be a major objective. Charging infrastructure will be developed by Adria Power Systems, which will
also be in charge of battery assembly.
In addition to being cost-effective, the electric mining truck
will be designed to generate highly positive environmental
impacts for the mining industry. For example, Nouveau Monde
Graphite, one of the project’s mining partners, plans to use
twelve electric trucks to save more than 80,000 liters of diesel
fuel per year. A prototype is expected to make its ﬁrst real-world
test runs as early as spring 2022 at a Fournier et Fils quarry and
at the Nouveau Monde Graphite site.
Nouveau Monde Graphite announced on October 26 that it
has concluded a ﬁve-year agreement with Olin Corporation to
cover the commercial space for operations, site services and the
supply of certain raw materials to implement the Company’s proprietary thermochemical puriﬁcation operations. Nouveau
Monde will construct two pilot commercial-scale puriﬁcation furnaces within Olin’s existing facility in the Bécancour industrial
park, with commissioning scheduled for mid-2021.
The Company plans to launch permitting and construction
of a commercial-scale plant as early as 2022, targeting production of 40,000 tonnes per annum of anode material initially.
Growth in lithium-ion battery capacity will be the demand driver
for the company’s coated spherical puriﬁed graphite, which is
expected to become the battery’s dominant active anode material. Global demand for this product is forecast to grow to well
over 3 million tonnes per annum in the next decade, from only
hundreds tonnes per annum today. The company will target
larger particle sizes to produce high-purity, carbon-neutral
graphite ﬂakes for high-growth applications like bipolar plates
used in fuel cells, foils for heat dissipation in electronics (5G),
expandable graphite for ﬁre retardant applications and other speciality applications. Full scale commercial operations are
anticipated by early 2023.

Carriers boost capacity on the transatlantic to keep
pace with demand
BY GAVIN VAN MARLE
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Transatlantic shippers can look forward to an increase in capacity on the
trade, as both the 2M and THE alliances
introduce larger ships. According to liner
analyst Alphaliner, 2M partners Maersk
and
MSC
are
upgrading
the
TA2/NEUATL2 service by replacing the
ﬁve 4,800 TEU ships with vessels in the
5,500-8,800 TEU range. It noted that
8,044 TEU Maersk Kotka had already
been assigned to the service, with 7,250
TEU Maersk Serangoon set to join it this
this week. They will replace the 4,822
TEU Maersk Gairloch and 4,600
TEU Cap Jackson.
And it appears a similar upgrade is
under way on the TA1/NEUATL1 service,
where
6,478-TEU
U.S.-ﬂagged Maersk Hartford is set to
replace 4,822 TEU Maersk Iowa. “Average weekly nominal capacity for the three
transatlantic 2M services will increase to
19,800 TEUs per direction this week, up
16.5 per cent in three weeks’ time,”
Alpahliner calculated. The extra capacity
comes in spite of the 2M’s suspension of
the TA4/NEUATL4 service until the end
of the year.
“Cargo demand on the transatlantic
seems to be slightly increasing as the partners of THE Alliance have decided to
re-instate a voided sailing of the AL1 service,” Alphaliner said. It explained that the
service, which has round-trip lasting ﬁve

weeks, is currently only using three
4,520-5,100 TEU ships, “resulting in a
systematic blanking of two voyages in
each cycle of ﬁve weeks”.
But in response to growing demand,
Hapag-Lloyd will deploy 3,534 TEU Gerhard Schulte for one round-voyage on the
service, departing Hamburg on 25 October.
According to liner database eeSea,
just two of the 65 sailings from North
Europe to the east coast of North America
scheduled for November will be blanked,
and just one of the 70 planned for December. The database shows that in

November, the 2M partners will be operating 11 per cent over their pro-forma
capacity due to the entrance of the larger
ships, while THE Alliance will remain at
84 per cent.
It also shows that the two alliances
will each boast a 24 per cent transatlantic
market share in terms of capacity in
November. The Ocean Alliance will have
18 per cent market share, with the
remaining 34 per cent provided by carriers operating outside the alliance
structure.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)
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U.S. exporters in revolt over the cost of changing
earliest return dates for containers
U.S. agricultural exporters are
demanding shipping lines end frequent
changes to earliest return dates (ERD) –
the earliest an export container can be
delivered to the carrier – which can incur
signiﬁcant extra costs.
More than three-quarters of responding exporters reported that at least 5 per
cent of their shipments incurred more
costs as a result of ERD changes, according to a survey conducted by the U.S.
Agriculture Transport Coalition (AgTC)
and tech company TradeLanes. “Inaccurate, undependable and changing ERDs
present a threat to operations and to the
bottom line,” summed up the survey.
“Without accurate, timely ERD information, exporters, freight forwarders,
truckers and other supply chain participants cannot schedule dray to the
terminals; and exporters cannot reliably
schedule production, truck, rail, and
other logistics – resulting in excess costs
(including demurrage, storage, chassis
rental, etc). The costs and disruption
related to ERD are presenting special challenges to our already embattled industry.”
Key ﬁndings show that more than 75
per cent of exporter respondents do not
always have a listed ERD from their carrier. Since Covid-19, more than 25 per
cent of shipments have had ERD
changes, 7 per cent saying they had faced

Credit: Rawf88

BY ALEX LENNANE

additional costs of some $1,000 or more
per shipment as a result, while 87 per
cent saw extra charges of more than
$100. And these charges are rarely
waived: 55 per cent of respondents
reported they had been unable to persuade carriers or terminals.
One respondent told AgTC: “We are
facing situations where we already have
the containers picked up and ready to
return and are not able to because of the
change happening so close to ERD. Often
the fact that we cannot return the scheduled number of containers greatly impacts
our bottom line.”
Peter Friedmann, Executive Director
of AgTC, said: “Costs and disruption
imposed by inaccurate and changing

ERDs for containers are eroding margins.
Restoring ERD integrity is a top priority
for our industry.”
However, some 92 per cent of
respondents want to pursue joint industry
action, while TradeLanes advocates technology to help solve the issues. “We know
technology alone cannot resolve this problem, but it can make a signiﬁcant
difference,” said CEO Vijay Harrell. “By
getting information to shippers earlier,
they can make better decisions for their
business; and with data at their ﬁngertips,
they can successfully negotiate reimbursement for any extra costs incurred for
changes imposed by carriers.”
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

U.S. roads and railways humming with more freight on
the move at last
BY IAN PUTZGER, AMERICAS CORRESPONDENT
U.S. surface transport numbers for September – both for
truck and intermodal trafﬁc – show gains that point to a continuing recovery of the economy. And this picture is reinforced by a
rise in the CASS Freight Index for last month and by gains in retail
sales.
The shipment count of the CASS index, widely viewed as
one of the more accurate barometers of the U.S. freight market,
climbed 7.1 per cent from August to end up 1.8 per cent below
its level of September 2019. Spend on freight, the second category measured on the index, ended up 1.2 per cent higher than
a year earlier, thanks to a 7.2 per cent gain over August. David
Ross, transport analyst at Stifel and CASS author, says the index
“shows the ‘V’ shape of the recovery”, and he went on to predict
year-on-year gains in October, if “the absolute level just holds at
September levels”.
And activity on rail and road supports the strong reading of
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the CASS index: trafﬁc statistics from the American Trucking
Association (ATA) for last month show an increase of 6.7 per cent
in tonnage on August. On a seasonally adjusted basis, tonnage
was down 2.7 per cent year on year. ATA’s tally for the third quarter was 2.4 per cent higher than in the second quarter, and for the
ﬁrst nine months, trucking tonnage was down 3.3 per cent on the
previous year.
“September had a nice recovery after a signiﬁcant decline in
August,” said ATA Chief Economist Bob Costello. “The truck
freight market continues to be bifurcated, with strength in retail
and home construction but some continued weakness in industrial cargo.”
Intermodal volumes also increased: September statistics from
the Intermodal Association of North America (IANA) show total
shipments for the month up 8.6 per cent year on year; the domestic container count was up 14.4 per cent; trailers rose 16.2 per
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cent. The overall tally for domestic equipment was up 14.6 per cent, while
international containers climbed 2.9 per
cent. For the ﬁrst nine months of the year,
IANA clocked up gains in domestic containers (1.7 per cent), whereas trailers
slipped 9.8 per cent, international containers dropped 11 per cent and total
units were down 5.7 per cent. According
to the Association of American Railroads,
September was the fourth-best month
ever in U.S. intermodal trafﬁc.
Much of the rise in intermodal
volume has been driven by the surge in
imports, notably through the west coast
ports. According to industry executives, ecommerce has been a big driver of this as
online merchants shifted from airfreight
to less-expensive ocean services and
retailers have been restocking depleted
inventory levels. This reﬂects the growth
in online shopping, the strongest-growing
segment in U.S. retail sales. According to
the U.S. Department of Commerce, retail
sales in September were 1.9 per cent
higher than in August and up 5.4 per cent
year on year. Non-store retail, which
includes e-commerce, surged 23.8 per

cent over September 2019.
The National Retail Federation (NRF)
registered gains in three-quarters of the
categories it tracks, from sporting goods
and clothing over general merchandise
and health/personal care to furniture,
building materials and garden supplies.
Electronics and appliances were down,
both month on month and year on year.
“Retail sales are continuing to build on the
momentum we’ve seen through the
summer and have been boosted by an

improving labour market, a rebound in
consumer conﬁdence and elevated savings,” said NRF Chief Economist Jack
Kleinhenz.
And the outlook is positive, according to Mr. Ross. He expects the market to
maintain its strength through to the end of
the year, citing lean inventory levels, the
rising tide of imports and signs of consumer conﬁdence.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Container shortages a growing problem for
U.S. agriculture shippers
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BY IAN PUTZGER

Hapag-Lloyd has dealt a body blow
to U.S. shippers of soybeans and other
agriculture exports with its decision to
suspend carriage of container shipments
of their produce from North America.
The suspension is the result of an acute
shortage of containers in Asia, as boxes
have piled up in U.S. warehouses. The

Specialty Soya and Grains Alliance
(SSGA) claimed it had reports that
Hapag-Lloyd was acting to move empty
containers back to Asia as fast as possible, without waiting for loads out of
North America. It attributed the move to
“hard economics during a time of
unprecedented demand for higher-value

North American consumer imports by
containers from Asia at premium
prices”. Eastbound transpacific container rates have been about eight times
the pricing in the opposite direction.
Hapag-Lloyd is still moving some
U.S. agriculture exports in containers,
but only shipments that originate in
proximity to gateways. For the vast
majority of grain and soybean shippers
in the interior, the container shortage is
a massive problem. Exporters in the
Midwest have relied on repositioned
empty containers.
Most soybean exports are actually
carried on bulk vessels, but containers
have been necessary to supply secondary markets that take smaller volumes.
According to trade data firm Panjiva,
Hapag-Lloyed moved over 17,000 TEUs
of U.S. soybean shipments between
October 2019 and this September,
mostly to Japan, Indonesia, Malaysia,
Taiwan, Hong Kong and South Korea.
Data from the U.S. Department of
Commerce show that, in 2019, 9 per
cent of U.S. waterborne grain shipments
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were moved in containers. SSGA has warned that the problem
could cause “major hardships within the entire U.S. agriculture
community”.
And, according to the Agriculture Transportation Coalition
(ATC), the problem is not hurting only grain shippers. Other
exporters, such as shippers of resin or forest products, have also
faced export restrictions by other lines, but none has made a
formal decision on this, the interest group claimed.
A recent study conducted by ATC, in tandem with supply
chain technology firm TradeLanes, shows U.S. exporters experiencing additional problems with changes in earliest-return
dates for containers. A survey of 283 shippers found 35 per
cent of respondents had experienced changes made by container lines to the date that affected more than half of their
shipments. More than three-quarters (78 per cent) reported

that at least 5 per cent of their shipments impacted by such
changes had incurred additional costs – from demurrage, trucking and warehouse charges to rolled cargo and missed sailings.
“Costs and disruptions imposed by inaccurate and changing
earliest return dates for containers are eroding margins,” said
ATC Executive Director Peter Friedman.
The potential loss of business due to a dearth of containers
to ship their produce is a larger headache, though, and Mr.
Friedman expressed concern that Asian importers may switch
to other sources of supply if the problem persisted. The signs
are ominous: some predictions see the strong flow of containerized imports to the U.S. continue until Chinese New Year in
February, which suggests the shortage of export boxes could
last just as long.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)

U.S. trucking will remain volatile into 2021,
but rates may have peaked
U.S. shippers will continue to face a
challenging trucking market for much of
the coming year, but at least the relentless
rise in pricing should come to an end. After
a steady rise through the summer, the U.S.
trucking sector actually showed mild
declines in volume, tender rejections and
spot rates in the ﬁrst two weeks of October.
However, this respite is not likely to
last, according to industry executives
speaking at the Transplace Shipper Symposium in the U.S. last week.
Pundits have described this easing in
the market as “the calm before the storm”,
referring to the imminent holiday season
shopping frenzy, which is expected to
squeeze capacity again. Ben Cubitt, Senior
VP network services & consulting at
Transplace, anticipates “generally tight
capacity through the rest of the year”. And
Bob Costello, Chief Economist of the
American Trucking Association, added:
“The spot market is very strong, because
there’s so much excess freight out there. I
think we are going to have a strong peak
season, especially for consumer products.”
Transplace, a 3PL that focuses on optimising shippers’ trucking networks, has
seen wild ﬂuctuations in volumes and rates
this year. “We hit a record high and record
low in van spot rates this year,” Mr. Cubitt
said. Spot rates in September were almost
a dollar higher than in March, he added.
Tender acceptance dropped from the
81-88 per cent range in January to 58-70
per cent after May, noted Matt Harding,
senior VP data science of Transplace. He
attributed the tight capacity and ensuing
surge in pricing to a convergence of factors
brought about by far-reaching changes in
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demand and consumption patterns, as consumers and retailers adapted to the
challenges brought about by the Covid-19
pandemic. On the provider side, capacity
has been hamstrung by the ongoing driver
shortage, he added.
The capacity drought is not conﬁned
to the truckload sector, however said Mr.
Cibitt. “What we’re seeing in capacity is
shortages on virtually all fronts.” While ad
hoc rates have climbed more than 60 per
cent from their low in the spring, contract
pricing has been relatively steady. Contract
rates, if you can get them, are fairly stable.
The big word there is ‘if’,” said Mr. Harding. According to Transplace’s data, about
22 per cent of U.S. truckload freight is
moving at spot market rates.
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Mr. Harding expects more unstable
and volatile conditions well into 2021, as
the market continues to grapple with the
changes unleashed by the pandemic. “As
disjointed and overlapping demand patterns develop, disruption and realignment
in transport capacity will continue,” he
warned. “We’re looking six to 12 months
of additional uncertainty.” Both he and Mr.
Costello forecast demand to abate after the
peak season, relieving pressure on pricing.
However, demand will remain at lofty
levels, Mr. Costello warned. At least shippers can expect some relief from the rise in
freight rates. “There will be less pricing
pressure ahead,” Mr. Harding predicted.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Ocean carriers still holding the upper hand
with spot rates sky high
Container shipping spot rates on the
main deepsea east-west trades maintained
the historic highs seen in recent weeks.
Today’s Shanghai Containerized Freight
Index demonstrates that carriers continue
to hold the upper hand as the annual
round of contract negotiations on the
Asia-Europe trades looms. The SCFI’s
Shanghai-North Europe route ticked up
$16 per TEU to end the week on $1,100
per TEU, while the Shanghai-Mediterranean leg nudged up $22 per TEU to
$1,261 per TEU. The difference with 12
months ago is marked: today’s North
Europe spot rate is 85 per cent up on last
year, while prices for Mediterranean ports
are up 77 per cent.
The continuing strength of spot
freight rates is almost certainly related to
both equipment shortages in China and
tight vessel capacity. “In the Europe and
Mediterranean routes, there is a serious
shortage of containers in the market, the
actual available capacity is reduced and
the space is tight,” analysts at the Ningbo
Shipping Exchange explained.
And although shippers and their forwarders have reported strong demand in
what has become an extended peak
season, the numbers themselves are more
oblique. Drewry published its Container
Port Indices today for August throughput,
which show volumes at the world’s box
ports had almost recovered to pre-Covid
levels, but remained 1.1 per cent below
August 2019. In addition, it noted that
volumes at European container ports in
August were down 1 per cent on July and
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BY GAVIN VAN MARLE

9 per cent down on August 2019. “With
a second wave of Covid-19 taking hold
across the region, the prospects for recovery seem bleak,” it said.
However, carriers have continued to
keep a lid on excess capacity – according
to the eeSea liner database, some 13 of 97
scheduled Asia-North Europe sailings this
month are set to be blanked, meaning
actual slot capacity will be 87 per cent of
the original pro forma slot capacity. Next
month, four of 81 sailings so far are
announced as blanks, with slot capacity
currently expected to be 94 per cent of
the original pro forma slot capacity.
Hapag-Lloyd today announced FAK
rates for Asia-North Europe of $1,100 per
TEU and $1,210 per TEU for west

Mediterranean ports. Last week, CMA
CGM announced a $150 per TEU peak
season surcharge (PSS) from 1 November
on all shipments from Asia to North
Europe, and this week announced a PSS
on the backhaul leg from North Europe to
Asia of $100 per container from 15
November.
On the transpaciﬁc trades, it was a
similar picture as carriers maintained their
recent gains. The route to the U.S. west
coast edged up $24 per 40ft, to $3,865
per FEU, and by $6, to $4,625 per FEU,
to the U.S. east coast. This represents
year-on-year gains of 184 per cent and 92
per cent respectively.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Reefers to the rescue as the cool chain rides
the ripples of pandemic disruption
BY SAM WHELAN
Buoyant reefer trades could provide an opening for niche
players to challenge the major container lines. Refrigerated markets have proved more resilient to the pandemic and economic
downturn than other cargo types, according to Greg Tuthill,
Senior VP of SeaCube Containers. “Population growth and
urbanization continues to demand more food from different
regions,” he told the Cool Logistics Global conference last
week. Annual growth in reefer container shipping could reach
4-6 per cent through to 2024, Mr. Tuthill predicted, “irrespective of how we recover from the pandemic.”

While perishables are the usual staple of reefer shipping, he
believes carriers will be jostling for a slice of the Covid vaccine
supply chain so coveted by airfreight. “Vaccines are first going
to be moved via airfreight, but followed by replenishment or
backfill by ocean freight, so there will be high demand for vaccine transport in the ocean mode,” Mr. Tuthill suggested. But of
course, he added, reefer cargo has not been exempt from the
huge disruption to shipping networks seen this year. Mr. Tuthill
noted there had been reefer shortages from global lockdowns
and, with the greater imbalance in trade flows since the crisis
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began, too many empties have been left
in destination markets.
But events have created opportunities for niche players, however, he told
delegates.
“We’ve seen a lot of consolidation,
and the carriers have really leveraged
scale by building very large ships over
the past decade. But the smaller vessels
and niche carriers are actually more versatile, in terms of trying to provide better
services in developing markets and
smaller markets. “So vessel size versatility is becoming more important, and I
think that may continue to drive some
diversity in the marketplace,” he said.
Andy Connell, director of A-Bar-C
Services, described how reefer shipping
“rescued” South African growers during
the height of the country’s lockdown and
resulting supply chain disruption. “Our
port productivity went down to such a
degree that we were lucky to have the
specialized reefer vessels as a parachute,
which shows their versatility,” said Mr.
Connell. “We went from 147,650 pallets
on conventional vessels last year to
198,000 – that might be a one-off, but
it’s given a new lease of life to the spe-

cialist reefer, when you look at the South
African context, because many exporters
found it more reliable way of getting
door-to-door by going fruit port-to-fruit
port. “More and more of the specialized

fleet are combined carriers, toom- with
space for a hundred-plus containers,
which is of huge benefit,” he added.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Perishables shippers still facing challenges
after switch from air to ocean
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BY IAN PUTZGER, AMERICAS CORRESPONTDENT

Mangoes from Latin America are
not traveling by air to international markets this year.
A combination of scarce capacity
and high airfreight rates has forced Latin
American mango exporters to shift to
ocean transport.
Kurt Schosinsky, MD of Avianca
Cargo, says the repercussions of Covid-

19 have hit the region’s perishables
exporters hard. For the most part their
trafﬁc moves on passenger aircraft,
where rates are typically 15-20 per cent
lower than for all-cargo planes, said
Marcio Pires, Vice-President and head of
air cargo, Latin America, at Ceva Logistics.
Guido Gries, MD of Dachser Air &
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Sea Logistics, reported that only some perishables in high demand, like ginger or
fresh ﬁsh, were still ﬂown, albeit in quantities that do not meet demand. “With the
airfreight capacity challenges, some produce exporters began to look at
alternatives, including atmosphere-controlled-reefer ocean transport. In fact,
Peru is shipping 100 containers a week of
asparagus to Miami.
“However, some found this option
did not get the cargo there on time. Equipment issues and ongoing ocean freight
disruption often did not offer the timely,
reliable transport necessary to keep fresh
produce integrity intact,” he said. And
ocean cargo rates have also gone up, but
not as steeply as airfreight pricing, Mr.
Pires said. Shipping costs to Europe have
gone up by about 30 per cent.
However, there have been other
problems, such as port congestion, and
above all, empty containers are scarce.
“Finding reefer containers now is very
hard,” Mr. Pires said. Still, the migration
from air to ocean transport is going on.
Mr. Schosinsky noted that some time ago

some ﬂower growers experimented with ocean shipments to
North America. This has come up again this year, he said.
Latin American countries that closed their borders are opening up to international ﬂights again, but it remains unclear how
much belly capacity will return to the market. For growers, the
opening comes at the right time, just ahead of Latin America’s
growing season. Reports from Chile suggest a good cherry crop
this year. In recent years, most of the country’s cherry production
has been exported to China. This year, however, there are question marks. Mr. Pires said Chinese buyers usually visited Chile to
inspect the crop before they placed orders. As they have been
unable to travel to the country this year, it is unclear how much
they will order, he said. He says the amount of perishables ﬂying
out of South America has gone down between 30 and 35 per cent
this year and Mr. Gries foresees dire repercussions from this.
“The substantial amount of air capacity that was available
over the last few years did open up new tradelanes and has

encouraged investment into land and crops throughout Latin
America, but the likelihood is that air travel will be down for
years to come, negatively impacting capacity and rates, which
will affect the transport of fresh produce from Latin America to
Europe or Asia. “As a result, many farmers in Latin America will
be at risk and, unfortunately, many will not survive this crisis,” he
warned.
Ironically this comes as consumer habits are undergoing profound change. According to Rijk Zwaan, a Dutch vegetable and
seed production company, consumers worldwide are not only
switching to online channels for their groceries, but they are also
displaying an increased preference for fresh and healthy food. The
company’s research also indicates another trend that is less promising for produce exporters from Latin America: “People are
increasingly choosing local products and suppliers,” Rijk Zwaan
reported.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Ocean carriers on a high and ‘surfing a wave’
of profitability
BY MIKE WACKETT
Ocean carriers are “taking advantage
of the moment”, according to Alphaliner,
boosting their balance sheets on the back
of booming demand and all-time high spot
rates. Carriers are “surﬁng a wave”, said
the consultant, but added that mid-term
visibility was low and global growth predictions for next year and beyond were
shrouded in uncertainty.
Alphaliner said 2020 would be
remembered as “one of the strangest
years” for container shipping, with carriers issuing proﬁt warnings at the start of
the second quarter as the pandemic forced
most countries into lockdown, severely
impacting world trade. Hapag-Lloyd CEO
Rolf Habben Jansen last week provided a
stark insight into the dilemma facing carriers at the prospect of a signiﬁcant
contraction in liftings due to Covid. “If I
look at Hapag and 20 per cent of our
volume is gone, then we are all of a
sudden missing $200 million of revenue a
month, and of course in order to react to
that you have to take costs out of the
system,” he said.
However, as lockdowns eased, pentup demand, boosted by changes in
consumer spending, has encouraged carriers not only to reinstate blanked sailings,
but also to deploy extra loaders. “The reasons for this sudden resumption in
container shipping demand are multiple: a
catch-up effect, dislocation of air freight
markets beneﬁting seaborne transport, a
hefty rise in demand for hygiene products
and people spending money on consumer
goods rather than on travelling,” said
Alphaliner.
Ahead of what analysts now expect

to be an exceptionally strong third-quarter
results season for ocean carriers,
Maersk yesterday upgraded its full-year
EBITDA guidance by almost 20 per cent
after reporting a staggering 45 per cent
increase in its unaudited revenue at $9.9
billion, despite a 3 per cent year-on-year
decline in the number of containers carried. However, CEO Soren Skou
cautioned that the outlook remained
uncertain, due to the pandemic. “The positive impact from stimulus packages may
be less strong in 2021,” said Mr. Skou.
“Potential new lockdowns will impact
demand and the timing and effectiveness
of a potential vaccine will impact 2021.”
Notwithstanding the current strong
demand, carriers are being hobbled by the
dearth of containership tonnage on the
charter market needed to cover the extra

volumes on offer. According to brokers,
for vessels that do become available, daily
hire rates two or three times higher than
achieved in April and May are asked for.
“I thought that the market would soften
after the Golden Week holidays, but if
anything it seems to be stronger now,”
said one Hamburg broker source this
week. “I’ve a long list of ﬁxture requirements but no ships are becoming available
over the next four to ﬁve weeks.”
Meanwhile, reﬂecting this, the containership demolition market has slowed
to a trickle, with Braemar ACM reporting
just four vessels, with a total capacity of
5,000 TEUs, sold for scrap in the past 30
days.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)
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Still no return on the horizon after carriers’
billion-dollar scrubber investment
BY MIKE WACKETT
With the beneﬁt of hindsight, ocean carriers would not have
been anywhere near as bullish with their scrubber strategies, it
was claimed this week. Japanese ocean carrier ONE has just 5 per
cent of its ﬂeet ﬁtted with the exhaust gas cleaning systems, compared with HMM’s 80 per cent, Evergreen’s 57 per cent and
MSC’s 43 per cent. Alphaliner said the top ten carriers “continue
to have different views on scrubbers”, with MSC the biggest
advocate, with 170 scrubber-ﬁtted vessels and a further 58 undergoing retroﬁts.
Notwithstanding its initial reluctance to use scrubbers,
Maersk now has 97 vessels ﬁtted with the technology, with a further 29 subject to retroﬁts, making it second to its 2M partner in
supporting its use. Famously describing the ﬁtting of scrubbers to
mitigate the impact of higher fuel costs from IMO 2020 regulations as “a no brainer”, MSC has yet to earn a return on its
circa-$1.8 billion investment, due to the collapse of the price of
oil at the onset of the pandemic.
At the originally predicted $300 per ton difference between
the price of low-sulphur 2020-complaint fuel and the heavy fuel
oil that can still be consumed by ships ﬁtted with scrubbers, it was
estimated that a ULCV deployed on the Asia-Europe tradelane
could potentially recover its installation costs within 18 months.
However, the cost of low-sulphur fuel has slumped to just half the
$600 a ton price at the start of the year, bringing the cleaner fuel
on a par with the industry norm bunker fuel used by the majority
of ships prior to January 1st.
Moreover, the margin between the two fuels has settled at
about $40, with the higher sulphur content fuel currently approximately $260 per ton. Given the much smaller price spread, the
time that will be needed to recover the investment in scrubbers
by carriers will be extended by “many years”, according to one
analyst The Loadstar spoke to recently. “I think that, with the
beneﬁt of hindsight, the carriers would not have been anywhere
near as bullish with their scrubber strategies,” he said. “We also
don’t know how long scrubbers have got before there is a move
to restrict their use wider than in the ever-increasing number of
ports that have banned them in their waters,” he added.
Nevertheless, whether scrubbers turn out to have been a

wise investment or not, the liners are currently being compensated handsomely by soaring freight rates across most of the
world’s tradelanes. And in a win-win result, the cost of bunker
fuel, whether low-sulphur or heavy fuel with scrubbers, looks set
to remain low for the foreseeable future.
“We are continuing to watch our costs, but I have to admit
that the squeeze is not as great as before, and whether we run our
ships on low-sulphur or not is not going to make a big difference
to our results, which will be very good this year,” one carrier
source told The Loadstar.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Vaccine charter flights: carriers get set to chase
a slice of the Covid cake
BY SAM WHELAN
Rumours of a potential coronavirus vaccine may already be
impacting the air cargo market as charter operators spurn general
cargo to cash in on Covid. Speculation has been mounting on
how prepared the airfreight industry is to handle what’s been
billed as the ‘biggest product launch in history’ – hot debate over
how many freighters will be required, transport temperatures and
which airlines and airports have the best pharma capability.
Now, news of a possible vaccine from China has, apparently,
triggered an increase in charter rates that could have widespread
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implications in a peak season already packed with normal product
launches, online shopping festivals and seasonal retail surge. “The
much anticipated Covid vaccine supply chain has started,”
claimed Chaminda Gunasekera, Seko Logistics’ senior director of
airfreight and e-commerce network development for APAC &
MEA. “There is speculation in the market of 60 charters being
booked ex-Tianjin to the U.S. and many more from Beijing and
Tianjin to the Middle East.
“Some charter operators have started to cancel agreements

for commercial trafﬁc and handing back payments, taking advantage of the situation. Recently, prices jumped up to over $850,000
a ﬂight to the United States. “Losing available capacity in the
market is not the ideal situation going into November, which is
considered the new airfreight peak season. This will have a major
capacity impact on other lanes ex-China and Hong Kong.”
According to Accenture’s Seabury, last week’s air cargo
capacity was still 20 per cent lower, year on year, although this
was a slight improvement on September’s 21 per cent drop.
“Maintenance of large freighters has peaked in preparation for the
Q4 peak season,” Seabury added. “B777Fs and B747Fs were temporarily taken out of service during China’s Golden Week holiday,
although noticeably fewer than previous years. Roughly twothirds of the lost capacity was taken out in and between
north-east Asia and Europe.”
This month, Mr Gunasekera predicted freight rate increases
in Q4 would be held back by advanced block bookings by large
forwarders protecting key accounts, but cautioned a Covid-19
vaccine could change everything. “All commercial demand
would be surpassed by the need for moving vaccines by governments and national carriers,” he noted.
However, the extent of the impact vaccine distribution
would have on airfreight also depends on the geographic spread
of production. Eric Ten Kate, VP of Life Sciences at Agility, said
local production was “a big piece of the puzzle”. “It brings scale

and eliminates many of the supply chain challenges,” he added.
“Developers are signing deals in key markets with contract manufacturers, which would eliminate the need for air bridges.”
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Turnover and profits down as Kuehne + Nagel
struggles through the pandemic
BY GAVIN VAN MARLE

Kuehne + Nagel reported reduced
turnover and proﬁts for the ﬁrst nine
months of the year, as it struggled to limit
the effects of the coronavirus pandemic.
However, it did report year-on-year
EBITDA growth for both the nine-month
and third-quarter periods.
The latter grew from Sfr472 million

($520 million) in 2019 to Sfr900 million
this year, but group revenue for the quarter was down 4 per cent, to just over Sfr5
billion, while nine-month group revenue
declined 6.3 per cent to Sfr14.8 billion.
The group’s ocean freight arm saw a
8.3 per cent decline in turnover and a
14.8 per cent decline in EBIT for the nine-

month period, but clearly enjoyed a strong
peak season, with container volumes up
10.4 per cent over Q2, to 1.2 million
TEUs, turnover almost Sfr1.8 billion and
EBIT up 12.3 per cent year on year to
Sfr137 million. “The improvement is due
to the recovery of demand from SME customers and the increase in imports to
Europe and North America from Asia,”
the company explained.
Its air freight division managed to
increase proﬁts and revenue, despite
lower volumes, revealing that third-quarter volumes came in at 354,000 tonnes, a
year-on-year decline of 12.8 per cent.
However, third-quarter revenue increased
by 8.7 per cent to Sfr1.2 billion and EBIT
by 89.9 per cent to Sfr169 million,
although this “includes a positive one-off
impact of net Sfr63 million due to early
settlement of the contingent consideration of an acquisition from 2018�, it said.
“Improved market conditions in the
third quarter, including the automotive
sector and perishable goods, led to a
greater than normal seasonal uplift in Air
Logistics volumes versus the second quarter. Crisis goods, on the other hand,
increasingly shifted to alternative transport routes,” it added.
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The road transport division reported a meagre Q3 EBIT of
Sfr12 million, down 29.4 per cent year on year, while revenue
declined 7.7 per cent to Sfr796 million, partially due to the widespread cancellation of events, conferences and exhibitions, which
devastated the logistics businesses supporting them.
Revenue and EBIT declines were also seen in contract logistics, in both the nine- and three-month periods, although it said
business had begun to improve in Q3 thanks to “market share
gains in pharma & healthcare services and in e-commerce fulﬁlment, as well as stringent cost management”.
Loadstar Premium editor Alessandro Pasetti commented
that KN could have delivered worse results had it not moved to
reduce staff and other costs, and suggested further cuts could

be on their way. Staff numbers have been reduced by 5,0006,000 since the onset of the pandemic, based on the official
records. He writes: “Headcount is down materially from preCovid, which helped the margins a lot. As everybody expected,
it was the worst Q3 volume performance in years, both in air
and ocean, with a 16 per cent quarter-on-quarter drop in air
gross profit/100kg, just outside our estimated drop range (10 15 per cent). “Yet EBIT/100kg was higher than we expected,
while ocean profitability was good, broadly in line with the
rumblings in our marketplace. The reminder of its portfolio was
mixed, as usual, pointing to more rationalisation through to
2021.”
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)

A new era as online traffic management platforms
drive logistics
The days of the humble dashboard
for shippers appear numbered, as logistics and haulage firms embrace traffic
management systems (TMS) to expand
their business.
Crane Worldwide Logistics has
unveiled a TMS package that offers shippers “real-time management of the full
order-to-settlement process, quote management,
pricing
and
routing
functionality, track and trace with proactive exception management and financial
settlement and audit capabilities”.
Besides the ability to manage the
process from a single cloud-based platform, CTMS allows shippers to automate
and optimize operations and reduce
costs, the forwarder claimed. The system
comes with more than 80 APIs and connects to major ERPs like Oracle and SAP
and “can be part of a client’s Office 360
experience”, said Brian Shipley, Senior
Director, Managed Services.
CTMS also includes pre-established
connections with 37 major LTL carriers,
covering about 75 per cent of the
market, according to Mr. Shipley. He
added that other truckers could be added
into the mix in line with client requirements. CTMS ties into Crane’s network
but can integrate with other providers
and platforms. It was designed to tie-in
the logistics firm’s clients, but can also be
sold as a standalone TMS platform for
shippers to manage their transport. “We
needed a platform we could sell to
clients and use ourselves,” Mr. Shipley
said. “CTMS is going to become the core
platform for ground shipments for
Crane.”
Meanwhile, other logistics providers
are also reaching out to shippers with

Credit: Crane Worldwide Logistics

BY IAN PUTZGER

TMS offerings. In July, Maersk released
a web-based platform called Maersk Flow
that allows shippers to manage bookings,
purchase order management and visibility, and includes performance monitoring
tools. And, according to Maersk, it is carrier-neutral.
Digital brokers and load boards,
which match truckers with shippers, are
also going after TMS capability: digital
brokerage Convoy struck partnerships
with five TMS providers in August and is
now aligned with 12 providers.
For their part, shippers are increasingly interested in TMS capabilities.
Many are looking to progress beyond a
‘control tower’ for visibility and communication to optimize processes and
reduce expenses. However, the cost of
acquiring a TMS is a deterrent for small
shippers.
In a move aimed at this gap, 3PL All-
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port Cargo Services teamed up with Infor
Nexus in the spring to run the software
provider’s products for its shipping customers, a deal that gives Allport’s clients
access to functionality they normally
could not afford. For Infor Nexus, it provides an outlet to test and refine new
features and functionality.
All these developments are advancing the rapid digitization of the freight
market. Crane is already working on its
next digital offering, a free portal for
small shippers to obtain instant pricing
and bookings in its network. The forwarder uses its discounts with carriers to
pass on to shippers at a small mark-up,
allowing them to move their traffic at
lower rates than they could get themselves. This will be released this quarter,
Mr. Shipley said.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

OPINION: Why gender diversity really matters
in logistics
BY HENRIK KOFOD-HANSEN, CO-FOUNDER, NOVOSENSUS
Does gender diversity really make
business better? I have to disappoint you. It
has not yet been scientiﬁcally proven that
there is a causality between gender diversity and performance. But still, we all
know that diverse teams are better than
homogeneous teams when it comes to performance in complex environments.
Causality and correlation are two different things. In two meta-studies, (Post
and Byron, 2015 and Pletzer, Nikolova,
Kedzior, and Voelpel (2015), 140 peerreviewed studies were analyzed, and it
was not possible to identify that diverse
Boards lead to better business outcomes.
They could not ﬁnd any causality.
However, there are numerous studies
by consulting organizations showing that
diverse organizations have better business
results than non-diverse organisations. As
an example, Mckinsey (2020) measured
that gender diversity increased the likelihood of ﬁnancial outperformance by 25 per
cent. Apparently, there is a correlation.
The point I want to make here is that
we need to be more precise in the way we
talk about how gender diversity and equality make business better – and we need to
be more precise in how we go about it.
Can we agree that better leaders
make business better? If we can, then I
would like to offer you a very simple
reason why gender diversity is so important: female leaders’ competencies are
rated higher than men’s. The one piece of
research you need to be aware of is
from Zenger & Folkmann (2019). They
evaluated the 360-degree feedback of more
than 270,000 leaders, and identiﬁed that
women score higher than men on 17 out
of 19 competencies. Inspired by this
research, we conducted our own in the
logistics industry with more than 1,800
people. Our ﬁndings are very similar to
Zenger & Folkman’s, and show that female
leaders are rated higher than their male
counterparts on six out of seven competencies.
I am not saying women are the better
leaders, but I do think we cannot ignore
these ﬁndings. Both studies give us clues
toward how gender diversity and equality
make business better.
Of course gender diversity makes
business better – indirectly. By deﬁnition,
logistics, freight forwarding and supply
chain management is about collaboration.
It is not without reason that we talk about
a “chain”, because the links need to be

connected. Female leaders are rated higher
in regard to how their teams collaborate,
and they give clearer directions to their
employees. Without going into a scientiﬁc
analysis of this, we all know this is paramount for high performance.
But maybe even more important is the
scoring of how employees feel “connected”
to their leader. Here, women outscore men
on empathy, trust, constructive feedback
and building conﬁdence. Again, without
analyzing it in depth, we can probably
agree that these competencies are vital for
empowering the organization. The emotional connection drives motivation and
the sense of psychological safety towards
higher performance.
What can organisations do, concretely? When organizations are working
on evolving their cultures and leadership
for the future, they need to pay much more
attention to the competencies and mindsets that enable collaboration. To be clear:
this is about the organizational culture
overall, not only about diversity and equality.
There are three things companies can
do:

Make leaders enablers of their
people
Up to 43 per cent do not receive inspiration, constructive feedback and esteem
building from their leader. We must
develop new leadership attitudes and abilities, unlock empathy, so that leaders enable

and inspire people, instead of only managing the business.

Accelerate development of female
leaders and talents
Women are rated higher than men on
six out of seven leadership competencies,
but they have a 10 per cent lower
employee experience. Companies must
urgently rectify this challenge and offer speciﬁc development programmes for women.

Use positive emotions to fuel the
business
33 per cent of employees report an
empathy deﬁcit and that they do not feel
recognized, valued and appreciated. But
when teams have a high-empathy leader,
they double their score on collaboration
and psychological safety. That’s why organizations must grow competencies and grow
people who are best in creating positive
emotions as an organisational energy
source.
The future of logistics providers will
be driven by how they are able to move
their employees, not only how they move
containers. The challenge they have is to
become a better organization to work for –
because that will automatically make them
a better company to work with, as a customer. Diversity, inclusion and equality
play a big role in this, because it makes the
organization work better together.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)
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Port of Halifax eyes faster data flow
BY IAN PUTZGER

Photo: Steve Farmer

Port of Halifax has completed work on a berth expansion
that allows it to handle two ultra-large container vessels
(ULCVs) simultaneously at its South End container facility –
now it is addressing the flow of information between port
users.
The project had been in the making since January last year,
when dredging began. A super post-panamax crane was
installed in the summer, the fifth such crane at the port.
“The completion of this project comes as we are seeing the
first of the 15,000 TEU-plus ULCVs calling at our port, and it
will help ensure we remain a competitive international gateway,” said Port Authority President & CEO Captain Allan Gray.
A 800 metres in length and with a depth of 16 metres, it is the
longest and deepest berth in eastern Canada, able to berth two
ULCVs or three smaller vessels that usually ply the routes to
the Mediterranean and Northern Europe and regional sectors.
Halifax has been locked in a strong competition with the
port of Montreal. However, Karl-Heinz Legler, general manager
of Rutherford Global Logistics, does not regard the extended
berth as significantly moving the goalposts in this contest.
“Montreal receives mostly transatlantic traffic on 2,000-4,000
TEU containerships,” he said. “It simply allows Halifax to
handle higher volumes as trade increases.” The lay of the land
may change, though, when large container facility plans at
Montreal and Quebec City come to fruition, he added. “What
needs to be seen is the impact of the Contrecoeur Terminal on
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Montreal’s south shore (deeper berth, larger ships) as well as
Quebec City’s container terminal project that could, potentially, divert the bigger ships away from Halifax to those two
locations,” he said.
On 19 October, Canadian Pacific Railway signed a multiyear agreement with Maersk to move the container line’s
freight through the ports of Vancouver and Montreal. During
the summer a series of strikes at Montreal that lasted four
weeks prompted some lines to divert their vessels to Halifax
and St John. This resulted in considerable backlogs at all three
ports that took weeks to clear. Montreal had a backlog of
11,500 containers when the strike ended.
Now Halifax is addressing communication between the
port, operators and users in an effort to streamline operations
and allow better collaboration. It has signed a five-year contract
with Saab for an automated port management information
System (PMIS) like the one that the Swedish multinational has
installed at the port of Vancouver. All requests for services will
be funnelled through the platform, which can be used for realtime monitoring as well as the co-ordination of services. “We
are a data-driven port,” said Captain Gray. “We expect PMIS to
be the single source of information that will transform our business. It will make operations transparent to all members in the
port community in real time. And it will make it much easier
to measure performance.
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